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Comments I strongly object to a harmful industrial incinerator in Ford. The reapplication really has no significant
improvements . The development of such a large complex with two 85m high chimneys is totally out of
character on a flat rural landscape. The impact on the neighbouring residents will be dreadful, and the
planning should be refused on the grounds of the adverse way this would affect the character of the
area. There are health issues which do not seem to have been considered enough, Firstly emissions
which are above recommended guidelines, and close to schools and nurseries , where children who are
most at risk spend a great deal of time. Secondly emissions for the increased volume of traffic, which
is running contrary to the governments target. Thirdly noise from all the processes, movement of large
machines on site, and constant flow of delivery lorries. Fourthly the dust which will accumulate over
the whole area, and settle in lungs causing damage that will be stored for years to come.Fifthly, there
will be an increase in the vermin in the area as they will be attracted by the food waste being shifted
around on the site.So again the application should be rejected on these grounds. The application has
not taken into account the spoiling of the view from the South Downs National Park, and all the
elevated countryside above it. Another reason for rejection. The safety of local pedestrians and cyclists
has been totally ignored. No provision can be made if lorries are using the small village roads. The
increase in lorries will cause the small roads to be broken up and with the proposed A27 route being
directed through the area we will be blighted. I believe the planning application is totally abhorant and
should be rejected.
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